GOALS

- Define the terms appointment and “working title” and clarify how those terms were intended to be used.
- More clearly define the options that colleges have in choosing how they will communicate faculty working titles externally – including the use of track and sub-track information.
- Address (as fairly and clearly as we can) faculty concerns regarding the teaching and scholar sub-tracks – including the expressed concern that a teaching designation in a title might be viewed unfavorably.
- Provide a means by which the unique expertise and roles of extension faculty might be communicated externally. The goal here is to create a space for further exploration and decision making.
- In the name of fairness and protection for contingent faculty in short term appointments, designate a minimum FTE (≥ 0.4) and time frame (3 consecutive years) above and after which such faculty should be moved into career track appointments.
- Using the current NSF language, more clearly and thoroughly define the appointment of postdoctoral fellow/associate. (Further discussion and work are needed to decide whether post-docs should remain in the short-term faculty category, or be moved to a newly created category that might more accurately reflects their transitional and less independent “pre-faculty” role.)
- Communicate to all our full recognition that this remains a work in progress – and that further revisions may be proposed in the near and/or distant future as experience is gained and circumstances change.

ADDITIONAL GOALS

- Clarify the degree expectations and means for approving alternative credentials for extension faculty.
- Revise the provocative language regarding termination of continuous contract career track faculty. Although the previous version is correct and in accordance with contract law, the wording has been a “trigger” as it sounds harsh and arbitrary.
- Incorporate input from WSU HRS regarding contracts, current university procedures, outdated terminology & web site info, etc.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED REVISIONS:

1. Colleges may opt to use faculty working titles that include or exclude track information – i.e. tenure or career track. EXAMPLE: (a) Associate Professor, Career Track; (b) Associate Professor, Tenure Track, OR (c) Associate Professor (with no track indicated)
2. The sub-track information for the teaching and scholar subtracks should not be included in a career track faculty member’s working title.
3. College may opt to include subtrack information in the working titles of career track faculty in the research and clinical subtracks. (The clinical and research sub-tracks have generated little apparent controversy.)
4. Colleges may opt to further identify extension faculty based on their specific extension roles.

5. After 3 consecutive years at > 0.4 FTE, short term faculty with lecturer, adjunct, and adjoint appointments should be moved into the career track.

6. The NSF definition for postdoctoral fellow/associate is adopted to better describe the appointment at WSU.

ADDITIONAL CHANGES

7. As requested, post-doctoral TEACHING fellow/associate is added as a new category. The expectation for active, ongoing mentoring was added for both categories of post-doctoral associates, and some time length protection is added for post-doctoral teaching fellows.

8. The language regarding termination of continuous contracts is revised in Section I.A (Faculty Structure) and Section III.E (Termination). Section I.A now refers to the notification requirement that was previously stated only in Section III.E.

9. The language regarding degree requirements for extension faculty is revised to fit more appropriately with the appointments as they really work.

10. Language is added recognizing the teaching activities and responsibilities of many extension faculty.

11. In recognition that “rolling horizon” contracts are no longer being used and have been replaced with the option for multi-year or continuous contracts, the text has been revised accordingly. The text referring to “rolling contracts” has been deleted.

12. At the request of WSU HRS, a statement has been returned to Section I.A.d.1 (Short-term faculty) clarifying that the appointment of LECTURER can also be used temporarily for new hires who arrive at WSU still needing to complete degree requirements.

13. Clarify that written notification to terminate a continuous contract must be signed by the appointing authority (i.e. the dean or chancellor).